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Curricula of the Future:
A Case Study
Dr  John F. Clayton• What should we consider 
when developing a curriculum 
for 2012 and Beyond?• Conceptions of Teaching
• Conceptions of Learning
• Conceptions of the CurriculumTransmission
Facilitation
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Conceptions of LearningCurriculum as Product
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Unqualified
QualifiedCurriculum as ProcessTransmission  Repetition   Product
Deficit ModelEmpowerment Model
Facilitation  Engagement  ProcessFrom Deficit to Empowerment
• What is reflection?
• What are reflective frameworks?
• What are assessment rubrics?Case Study
Certificate in open flexible and networked 
learning
etc.elearning.ac.nzBenchmarkingReflective FrameworkThe CATPictorial CarpetGathering Evidence
Mentoring
Moderation
AssessmentPortfolios
• A professional portfolio is the purposeful 
collection of an individuals activity. Structured 
to demonstrate effort and achievement 
against professional standards 
• In accreditation environments digital 
portfolios can provide a protected space 
where learner evidence of competencies can 
be rigorously controlled and systematically 
evaluatedExabis PortfolioCurriculum Design 
and Empowerment 
The future?Equity in Education 
Premise
To provide open access to internationally 
recognised education regardless of culture, 
physical location, economic background or 
language. International Recognition
• When countries “credential” qualifications do 
they favour content and structure?
• Are individual conceptions of “quality” 
focused on institutional brands? 
• Dependency or Empowerment?Recognised Mentor
Reflective
Frameworks
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